Talk Cancelled
A faculty book talk scheduled
for today hy Dr. Thomas
Mueller, assistant professor of
philosophy. 011 Regis Dehray’s
"Revlution
in the Resolution?" has heen cancelled, twcording to Dr. Ved Sharma.
faculty buuk talk chairman.
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Dr. Leary Here
Dr. TI thy Leary, famed
1.4
mt of LSD and founder
01 the Lcague of Spiritual
Disemery, nil! present a lecture 011 "The 111.110111ilitie SOViet)" t ttttttt rrost afternoon at
1::::40 111 Ittirrio. Dailey Auditorium.
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Nearly 600 Join Trek

Strikers’ Ranks Swell
During Campus March
By JEFF MITLLINS

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Shouting the now familiar slogan,
"On strike - - shut it down," striking
faculty and students marched on the
SJS campus yesterday afternoon,
The marcher’s ranks, which numbered 250 at the start of a 45-minute
cross-campus trek, swelled at one point
to approximately 600 persons.
Dick Miner, ASH president, and
Dave Aikman, treasurer, were seen
joining the march, which marked the
first time in five days that striking
students and faculty moved from the
college’s perimeter onto the campus.
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, president
of the American Federation of Teach-

et,
Photo by Roland Morgner
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APPROXIMATELY 600 FACULTY and students marched across SJS campus yesterday afternoon in a high-spirited display of support for striking
members of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) local 1362. Thousands of non -participating students witnessed the long, winding line of
marchers, some of whom carried picket signs, almost all of whom chanted
which says "Strike," is Nick
"On strike shut it down!" Lifting a sign
Kopke, senior history major.

Intern Forms
For Assembly
Now Available
Applications are being accepted until
Feb. 15 for the 1969-70 California Assembly Internship Program, according
to Grady Robertson, president of the
Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor
society.
Robertson indicated that the program has three purposes: (1) to provide training in the process of legislation and public policy formation for
graduates and graduate students of
California universities and colleges;
(2) to provide assistance to the offi
cers and committees of the State Assembly as a supplement to the staff
services already available, and (3) to
legislative
foster reseal ch on t
process.
Interns receive 9550 per month for
a 10-month period, beginning in September and continuing through June.
Those interested may obtain further
information and applications from Edward S. Greenberg in the In.stitute of
Political Studies at Stanford University.

Reading Lab Head
To Highlight Forum
Dr. George Spache, professor of education and head of the Reading Laboratory at the University of Florida,
will be the featured speaker at the
Ninth Annual Interprofessional Forum
on Reading scheduled Jan. 25 at SJS.
Spache will speak on "The Relationship Between Reading and Vision."
The all -day serninar is open to teachers, school administrators, psychologists, nurses, optometrists and parents,
according to Dr. Arthur Heinsen,
Forum chairman.
Those wishing to attend the Forum
may obtain further information from
R. L. Knowles, P.O. Box 397, Santa
Clara. Registration fee is 55.

TWA Hostesses
Trans World Airlines employment
representative, Mrs. Kathy Howe, will
be on campus tomormw to interview
women students for stewardess positions.
Interested applicants should apply
immediately to the Placement Center,
122 S. Ninth St., Building AA for an
appointment.

Student Ombudsman Hansen
Calls for Anti-Strike Rally
"Maybe it’s time to go off strike,"
Earl Hansen, SJS student ombudsman
declared, after he was shouted down
down yesterday at a student-teacher
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EARL HANSEN
. . . against strike

strike rally on Seventh Street.
"This strike isn’t working out the
problems on our campus and it’s time
people with opposing viewpoints got a
chance to speak about the strike."
People will get that chance at a
rally tomorrow at 12:15 on Seventh
Street, according to Hansen.
Tonight at 7:30 on KSJS, 90.7 on
your radio dial. Hansen will conduct
his Silent Majority Speaks program.
"I hope people will respond to my
call-in show," Hansen Said. "instead of
subjecting themselves to the intimidation I encountered from the striking
st udent s."
Chairman for Students for Academic
Involvement, Jack Cade, and Bill Walston, of Campus Forward will he
among some of Hansen’s guests who
will speak out their ideas concerning
the strike.
"No one else in student governtnent
has taken a stand on this issue," Hansen stated, "so if no one else will
represent the student majority on this
campus, as student ombudsman, I’ll
dolt."

AFT Faces V-Day
With 5-Day Law
By ISABEL DIMON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Today is V -Day, violation day.
As of today, the administration has
indicated it will seek to enforce the
California Education Code, Section
23411, which provides for the "automatic resignations" of faculty who are
absent from class for five consecutive
days.
The instructors in violation of the
code are members of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) union,
Local 1362, who today enter a sixth
day of strike.
Although AFT, at the beginning of
the strike, listed its striking membership at 291 faculty, estimates from
James Noah, public relations director,
show a number con.siderably les.s.
In figures compiled from counts of
absent instructors submitted by department chairmen, the first day
listed 64 absent, the second day count
was 65, followed by 32 on both the
third and fourth day.
Noah indicated that the fifth day’s
eount would not be available until late
this evening and no statement would
be forthcoming from Pres. Robert I).
Clark until Thursday or Friday.
Meanwhile a recommendation has

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO
At tendance
was "way down" at San Francisco
State College yesterday, as striking
students and teachers continued to
picket outside the troubled college.
PEARL HARBOR, HAWAII Thirteen men were killed and 85 to 100
injured yesterday when multiple explosions aboard the aircraft carrier
F:nterprise started a major fire through
the stem end of the ship. The Navy
also disclosed there were an undetermined numivr of other crew members
missing.
-L08 ANGELES -- Questioning of
prospective jurors continued for the
second consecutive day at the trial of
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan yesterday, as
defense and state lawyers both seemed
to focus on the "why" of the murder
of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.

Pre-Registration
Interested upper division students
may now pre -register for Humanities
120 and 160 In F0127 from 9 a m. to
noon and 1-5 p.m.

gone out from the Association of California State College Profess or s
(ACSCP) Emergency Committee to department chairmen urging them not to
submit daily attendance reports.
In making the recommendations, the
ACSCP Emergency Committee said,
"We believe that the current crisis
places the department chairmen in an
extremely difficult position, and our
purpose is to suggest reasonable action that will protect both the chairmen and their departmental members
in the exercise of their professional
obligations."
Dr. Brett Melendy, assistant to the
academic vice president and chairman
of the History Department, remarked
in reply to the ACSCP recourunendation, "Personally, as a department
chairman, I resent outside agencies
telling me how to tun my department."
Members of the ACSCP Emergency
Committee include Marvin E. Lee, professor of economics and president of
ACSCP; James J. Clark, and Robert
C. Gordon, professors of English, and
Marion L. Richards, associate pmfessor of English; James E. Watson, and
Rinn, professor and a.ssoFauneil
elate pmfessor of political science;
Harrison W. McCreath, professor of
speech-conununication; Ammon Gold worth, associate professor of philosophy, and Broderick Haskell, associate
pmfessor of civil engineering.
The AFT in an effort to rally support has proclahned today a "strike
for a day" beginning at 7:30 until 5:30.
Its purtx)se, says the AFT, is to
gather support from those on campus
who aie afraid of reprisals from instructors or their positions on the faculty. There isn’t much chance of anyone being punished for just one day’s
absence, they declarer!.

ers (AFT) Local 1362, claimed the
march was "part of the AFT’s continuing and escalating educational
strike program."
Rutherford has called for another
"informational rally" to be held this
afternoon at 12:30, at the, south end
of Seventh Street.
Art Bierman, San Francisco State
College’s AFT negotiating committee
chairman, who spoke ot yesterday’s
rally, promised strikers that 50 to 75
SFS professors and teaching assistants
would join SJS faculty and students
today in a show of solidarity.
Rutherford declared that yesterday’s
events demonstrated that "the strike
was gathering momentum" and that
the time was drawing near when this
campus would be shut down.
At the beginning of yesterday’s noon
rally, a potentially violent confrontation between strikers and campus security personnel nearly erupted inside
Building N, located near the Seventh
Street rallying point.
Under orders from Executive Vice
President William Du.sel, security officials disconnected an electrical cord
leading to AFT sound equipment which
was reportedly "noisy and disrupting"
classes in the. Education Building, located at the corner of San Carlos and
Seventh Streets.
Responding to cries that "freedom
of speech" had been denied. and that
the Arr. had obtained "legal permission" to use the sound equipment, 75
students and some faculty, including
Rutherford, Dr. James O’Connor, associate professor of economics, and Dr.
Bob Freimark, associate professor of
art, charged into the building where
the cord had been disconnected.
They were met by Ernest Quinton.
chief of campus security, and several
other security officers. Amidst shouting and swearing by sign carrying

strikers, the AFT leaders returned the
Plug to the socket.
Quinton said he refrained from disengaging the plug a second time "in
order to avoid violence." He said he
would not be surprised if the administration chose to contact the District
Attorney about the matter.
During the cross-campus march,
which at one point circled Tower Hall
and Morris Dailey Auditorium, which
houses the offices of President Robert
D. Clark and Dr. Dosel, two pushing
matches broke out between marchers
and non-marching students.
After several ten.se moments, bystanders bloke up the confrontations
before they ballooned into fistfights.
Referring to the march, Dr. Dusei
said he did not believe action would
be taken against leaders or participants
as they "were not entering buildings
and disrupting classes."
When the marchers returned to their
Seventh Street meeting point, Rutherford received a resounding cheer when
he cried through a loud speaker that
he felt "very, very good about this
strike."
Students and faculty cheered again
when the AFT leader exhorted, "We’re
going to close this ’mother’ down!"
Earlier in the afternoon. ASB ombudsman Earl Hansen asked the gathering why there weren’t many Blacks
or Chicanos participating in the strike.
Juan Artu, a spokesman for
the Mexican-American Student Confederation (MASC). said the strike
was a White persons’ strike. "The
Blacks and Chicanos aren’t the
racists," he charged.

Today’s Weather
mum., with a feW el011(1.4 shading:

the mountains today and tontorrow.
High today at S.114: 59.

’Fairness’ Forms
At College Union
Atill officials report that students
should pick up forms in the College
Union for the purpme of describing
unfair punitive actions against striking
students, or students taking courses
from striking instructors.
These forms will be turned into the
academic vice president, or the ACIIdemic Fairness Committee for further
action.
Any student who has been threatened by his professors with academic
reprisals for student activity which is
unreleated to their performance in
classes taken from those professors, or
students who suffer academic penalties
which students feel to be unjustified
nr unfair because of their student participation, should come to the student
tinion,and fill out a report of these
act ions.

VOCALIST MARK WILLIAMS performs with his band for the benefit of
all, including this little tyke who became absorbed in Mark’s actions. The
band was sponsored by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), Local
1362, who are now entering their sixth day of strike. The AFT is sponsoring
’’A Strike for A Day" today in an effort to rally support and "give faculty
and students sympathetic to the goals of the strike an opportunity to express that support in a concrete and visible way."
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Editorial

Deserving Praise
Hong hong Flu probably has taken
more students mit of the cla-srtioni
than the AFT strike.
The SJS Health Center is most likely keeping more strikers on the picket
line line than the most adamant
AFT teacher.
Little recognition is giett to those
beings" who work at the
Health Center. They eertainly do de-

**human

sere Ilearty praise.
Walk into the reception room at the
Health Center and you wil find an
aerage of fhe to 10 wheezing, coughing. illness -stricken students.
Not one of these will be rushed
treated like a computer card. rather
than a person.
Every one of the empioyees at the
center is courteous. friendly. warm,

Campus
Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
Campus Liaison Editor
FRESNO STATE COLLEGE
A poll of Fresno State College faculty
taken by the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) reseals 210 professors
don’t want to teach more than nine units
for the spring setnester. according to the
Daily Collegian.
Controversy will peak this month over
a faculty firing in November. The American Civil Liberties Union will take Chancellor Glenn I)
ke to court if he agrees
with the FSC president’s decision to fire.
The profv-sor in quest
was dismissed
‘’hecatise of remarks made during a Panel
l’oe held in November."
The FSC Student Senate got itself into
hot water when it rescinded its motion
to support the grape boycott, 10-6.
Demonstrati llll s by 60 Mexican-Americans and grape strike supporters followed.
The student senate had voted to support
the grape cause earlier by a vote of 15-11,
and the student body president had %etoed
the measure. the Daily Collegian reports.
FSC’s Dean of Students announced later
that no disciplinary action would be taken
against the protestors for their noisy march
around campus buildings.
El. CAMINO COLLEGE
Just before Christmas vocation, this
California junior college held a student
open hearing-confrontation with a panel
of faculty members.
Student recommendations, gripes and
questions enconipassed such issues as free
speech. Black students, guest speaker
policy and student. faculty power, according to the Warwhoop.
El Camino’s student council vetoed
unanimously 1124)1 a proposal to put the
"Sock it to me!" pinball gante into the
cafeteria for students to play during offclass hours.
In case you didn’t have enough Christmas fun and activity, the ECC chorale,
concert choir and mixed chorus is presenting its Noel concert Sunday, Jan. 26.
The original presentation was postponed,
due to lark of general interest . . . ?

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Gueirt
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin. Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
or guest articles are ntserved to the Editor.
Gant tow sticatki be typed double spaced
40-space Una.
on

interested in helping the
student.
During the past month. influenza
has increased the number of students
frequenting the Health Center. yet
the center still manages to process a
student through to a doctor and out
ithin at least an hour.
Despite the ast numbers of students frequenting the Health Center,
the personnel at the Health Center

and trial

treat each student with attentiie con-

’

-

cern.
It would greatly improNe the other
administratile offices of the college if

the example of the
IleaIth Center and institute a more
’Union" attitude.

TL’r

they could follow

"And on your left is Alcatraz, the new home of
San Francisco State College ... "

Thrust and Parry

Inadequate Reporting; Strike Comments
Rad Reporting?
Editor:
I attended the meeting last Friday at which
Dr. Pascual Miravete, a potential candidate
for the Mexican presidency, spoke to various
students and faculty members. There is an
account of this in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily,
which is not, ill my opinion, good reporting.
The reporter wrote a few words concerning Dr. Miravete’s principal remarks, and
then says "At this point, a Chicano student
stood up and shouted ’What are the most
pressing problems?’" This is not the way I
remember it. I was the first person to ask a
question. I am not a Chicano. I did not shout.
I asked, first in American-accented Spanish,
and then in English (also American accented),
"Which of Mexico’s present problems do you
wish to improve?" or words roughly to that
effect. I did not get a satisfactory answer.
I do not recall much angry whispering at
the meeting, although the reports say there
was some. When Dr. Miravetes spoke of his
non-affiliation with any of Mexico’s political
parties. he did not do so, in my opinion,
"fla.shing a sheepish grin." although that is
what the reporter says.
I arn not sure if the audience was predominantly Chicano, as reported. I was one of a
fairly large group of what might be called
"Anglos." There was also student representation from other Latin American countries
than Mexico: these students usually do not
call themselves ’’Chicanos."
My personal sympathies are, in general,
with the present regime in Mexico for a
variety of reasons. But I am glad that San
Jose State College served as a forum for the
opposition. My only regrets are that so few
people attended, and that the reporting of the
meeting was so inadequate.
Frederic A. Weed
Professor of Political Science

Hitler Speaks
Editor:
I started to write a long letter regarding
my feelings about the lack of support of the
issues being fought for by a few of the faculty
and students, but thought the following article
clipped from a recent newspaper issue might
better express my sentiments:
’’The streets of our country are in turmoil.
The universities are filled with students rebelling and rioting. Communists are seeking
to destroy our country. Russia is threatening
us with her might, ancl the republic is in
danger. Yes, danger from within and from
without. We need law and order! Yes, without
law and order our nation cannot survive . . .
Elect us and we shall restore law ttnd order.
We shall by law and order be respected among
the nations of the world. Without law and
order our republic shall fall."
(Excerpt
from a campaign speech made in Hamburg
in 1932 by Adolf Hitler.)
Shirley Morris
B24464

Other Channels
Editor:
Friday the Spartan Daily published the results of a random survey of student opinion
regarding the current AFT strike. The poll
revealed that nearly half of those questioned
support many of the reasolui for the strike
but that they felt "grievances should be mediated through other avialabte channels."
What other available channels did these
people have in mind? I have racked my brain
for another way, ANY other way, to let the
Board of Trustees and the public know that
the educational system as it stands now is
in desperate need of change: tbat it hen got
to chancre if it its gottsg to survive at all.
The strike at San Jose should not grate on

even the most loyal of Reaganites. Dig. It is
a peaceful means to let the issues be known,
entirely within the framework of law and
order.
I’m not at all suie the strike will bring the
Board of Trustees to the negotiating table.
But something has to be done. I implore any
student or faculty member who knows a better, more effective way of dealing with the
problems at heand to let me know it and I
will immediately turn in my picket sign and
relinquish my place in an all -too scanty and
discouraging line.
31ar Ma
A18527

Think Of Issues
Editor:
Am Scabs walking in the AFT picket lines
at San Jose State College? Is the AFT strike
really an unstrike?
One dictionary definition of ’strike" is "to
stop work in order to obtain a change in conditions of employment." It is, however, wellknown to all who have been following developments in the AFT strike at San Jose State
that many of the professors who walk in the
picket lines are in fact teaching their classes
at unscheduled locations and times. These professors have apparently been successful in
getting good attendance in these classes by
taking advantage of either (a) the student’s
genuine support of the strike, (b) the students’ admiration of the professor because "he
is standing up for his principles," (ci the
students’ good nature, (d) the students’ spirit
of adventure, (e) the students’ unwillingness
to make waves, or If I the students’ vague
uneasiness about what will happen if he
doesn’t go along. No matter how you look at
it, the students going to these off-canMus
classes are being taken for a ride (or walk,
as the case may be).
Are these professors putting us on? Am
these pickets straddling a picket fence, so
to speak? Are these "Games AFT Professors
Play?" Certainly any thinking student who
ha.s attended these off-campus classes, and
then sees his professor in the picket line,
should at the very least consider the possibility that there is an element of hypocrisy
in the professor’s actions.
I would like to suggest that the time has
come for each of the students attending these
off-campus classes to sit back for a few moments and calmly think about the situation.
Is your professor really "standing up for his
principles?" Or is he resting easy, having been
given assurance that, if he ever actually gets
"on the hook" for his activities during the
strike, the AFT attorney will get him off by
contending that "After all, he did fulfill his
obligations to the students by maintaining the
continuity of the course work," and that "The
Administration will surely not insist that dismissal can be based on the legal technicality
of failing to meet classes at an authorized
time and place," (Or in other words, he was
not really striking, although I’m sure an Avr
attorney could never use that phrase.)
What would happen if sizable numbers
of students, after searehing their own conscience, were to insist that these classes meet
in the scheduled time and place, or not at all?
I think I know what would happen.
THEN each of these professors would
finally have to make a clear-cut decision
as to whether his convictions am strong
enough for him to "stop work in order
to obtain a change in conditions."
THEN we would really find out which
professors are striking, and which ones
are unstriking.
THEN MA‘IBE the strike would end
MASSE.
Robert E. &slink
Profenaor of Chemical Engineering

(Int of Backbone
Editor:
To those of us who in our hearts know that
AFT is right I would like to share some
thoughts. Most of us are still going to class
because we are afraid we will lose an entire
semester’s work. We will lose our support
from home. Some fear for our draft status.
Some have other reasons.
Some, like myself, have actively supported
the strike either by not showing up in class
or by walking on the picket line. And now a
few, possibly only myself, have run out of
good old backbone and will start dutifully returning to classes.
Now the feeling that this institution is
useless, crushing us as individuals creeps to
mind but that is only to make a kind of selfhatred. If you hate yourself can you really
Ix surprised when no one else will respect
you, when in an effort to make the strike
work a picket has sufficient disrespect to hit
you, when a cop tries to get at a picket by
going over or thmugh you?
Finally, can you be surprised when Dr.
Dumke and the Trustees waltz over you and
your student government, taking funds away
to protect "our citizens on campus"? Hello,
second-class Citizen.
Is it just possible that when this strike dies
from lack of student support we will find a
picket line of students only who am interested in student grievances and we will ignore
our own interests?
If there are any of you like me. what do
we do then?
Tom McGuire
A2773

White Only Hope?
Editor:
For a long time the capitalist system has
oppressed the variou.s minorities with which
it has been in contact. In other words, the
capitalist system is a symbol of oppression.
Minorities have experienced this oppression,
and some of them have come with a solid
front to fight it. If you are actually being
oppressed you fight it; but if you happen to
be part of the very few members of the minority that get juicy profits out of being the
tools used by the system to oppress your own
people, then you think twice before doing
anything.
Here is where the line is drawn between
the fat, fancy dressed ones who come from
places where they are the token members of
the neighborhood, and the ones that come
from the ghettos; and the barrios, and still
remember their brothers. The ones who come
from the less privileged class are the ones
who usually form solid blocks in order to act
against the common oppressor, e.g., San Francisco State, where are the minorities are
united to fight the enemy of the people.
Now, here at San Jose State the picture is
different; here we find part of the privileged
minority asking themselves, why do I have to
fight a system which has been so good to me?
Why am I going to fight a system where I
hope to become a degenerate contractor who
will make his money out of cheating his own
people? Why do I have to fight a system
where I may be the token member of some
board of education? Why do I have to fight
a system where I may he the inscrupulous
token member of some big company’s personnel office in charge of firing my own
people - - the ones who have not yet made it?
Why do I have to fight a system which will
give me my only big hope to make me white?
Why, Why, . . , Why?
M. A. Mendes
A8300

SAN F111NCISCO
The Black Si II.
dents Union at S.F. State College has no
corner on ll i ll ority demands: there’s also
the Italian Student Fraiellatiza at the I. niversity of Sall Francisco’’’. law school.
Nobodv has mer heard of the Italian
Student Fratellanza until the demands. "in
response to the indiiiilious
ation
against Italian -American students,- were
posted on bulletin boards at the
r
sity :
1. The immediate hiring of two iratian
professors of law, one from Northern Italy
and one from Southern Italy.
2. Raise in pay and promotion to full
professorships of all instructors of Italian
descent.
3. A three-unit seminar course to be
offered in diverse, Italian style, including
a two-hour lab period.
4. The establishment of the Sicilian Defense Virorkshop. which shall encourage
legal aid to members of the Mafia. Casa
Nostra, and Mationera who have allowed
their syndicate protection insurance to
lapse.
5. Immediate cancellation of all intramural basketball and football participation, and the creation of the Barrister
Bocci Ball League.
6. Background tarantella and opera
music at lunchtime.
7. Cancellation of Rapeo franchise and
negotiation with Compagnia Baccigalupi
for a 25-year lending machine contract.
8. Vending machine to offer: pizza, both
sausage and pepperoni, ravoli, garlic
bread, eight -ounce cam! of Dago Hell.
9. School holidays fill Columbus Day,
the birthdays of Benito ;Mussolini and all
other Italian war heroes (a total of two
days off).
10. Paid-up term life insurance policies,
issued by Mafia Mutual. with assignment
of dividends to Al Capone Memorial
lotion for the benefit of aspiring
F
young ’Italian defense attorney’s.
11. All female students and secretaries
must submit to pinching in the hallways.
liming gone one beyond the original
10 demands of the BSU at S.F. State, the
Italian Student Fratellanza then warned
that "ir’ these demands are not acceded
to by the time the next boat leaves for the
mother country," it should demand all
alunmi of Italian descent to diseontinue
financial aid, and conduct protest marches
around Kendrick Hall chanting "Italian
power slogans."
Cited as such slogans were: "Galileo
was right!" "Olive skin is beautiful!"
"Garlic power!" and "Claudia Cardinale
does too shay e her underarms!"
So far, there has been no yvord from the
administration -- and no attempt to shut
down the campus.
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Mullins, James Paxton, Jrry Pedrotti, Gary Pergl,
Los, Poagu, John Poirniroo, Cheri Putnam, Gary
Radine, Art Rangno, Steve Rood, Richard Rogers,
Charlton Stephens, Everill Taggart, Chet Wood,
Laraine Yamamoto.
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF: Rolend Morgner (Chief
photogr,pher), Mary Adams, David Bannister,
Larry Jamison, Lanc Jobson, Diana Kelly, Wayne
Nicholls, Terry Wilson.
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Inierim Post

Prof Takes AFT Strike
As 8-Hour-a -Day Work

Dr. Barry Appointed
To Replace Dr. Dusel
Dr. kik
(lean of
the School of Natural Sciences
anti :Mathematics, has been
named to the post of interim
executive vice president for fall
semester, replacing Dr. William
J. Dusel, who will he on sabbatical leave.
The interim appointment, annotinced by Pres. Robert D.
Clark, will begin at the close of
the current semester on Jan. 31.
During his sabbatical, Dr. Dusel plans to study communication
systems among administrators.
faculty and students in a num-
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Asians Tired
Of U.S. Rule,
Expert Says

r of European institutions
which have experienced student
disorders during the past year.
These include Universities of London, Paris, Berlin and Rome.
A member of the SJS faculty’
since he joined the English DPpartment in 1947, Dr. Dusel became an administrator in 1956
when he was appointed administrative assistant to the president.
He was promoted to vice president in 1957 and executive vice
president in 1967.
Dr. Dusel will return to his
administrative duties in mid-summer. A magma cum laude graduate of Stanford University, Dr.
Dusel also received his M.S. and
l’h.D. from Stanford.
Dean Barry, skilta joined the
SJS administration in 1967, has
served as associate director of
the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological
Sciences, a program supported
by the National Science Foundation.
A graduate of State College of
Iowa, Dr. Barry has authored
a number of articles for professional journals. He received his
master’s and doctoral degrees
from the State University of
Itnya, and was a Post-Doctoral
Science Fellow at Harvard University in 1958.
In his new post Dr. Barry will
be responsible for student affairs. institutional planning. admissions and building programs.

By MARILYN THOMPSON
Asians are "illS1 a little tired
of us telling thorn what to do,"
Robert H. Andrews, noted expert on Middle and Far East
Asia, told a sparse audience at
SJS Monday night. Yet "Asia
respects only one nation on earth
the United States," he added.
In his speech, "A New Look at
Asia," Andrews explained the
dilemma of the Asian nations.
China is a definite threat. Her
effort to break up I3uddhism. the
religion that, Andrews said,
unites so much of Asia, is just
one tactic being used.
Tibet, "the last totally religious
hierarchy. on earth," and home of
the Dalai Lama. the Buddist religious leader, now houses 17
Chinese air fields, Andrews explained.
The Dalai Lama, threatened
with death by the Chinese, is now
a refugee in India. And Andrews,
By FERDINAND F1OFORI
who ha.s spoken to him said, "He
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
knows he isn’t a god; but he
knows he must be a god."
Friends call tier "the wise old
The Maoist techniques of "lim- owl" because of her weird sense
ited aggression. withdraw, and of right itleas and the advice she
hold,’’ have been successful in often gives. But not many of her
Asia. There are Chinese today friends know that Matatha is a
in Pakistan and Tibet; democ- zephra witch.
racy in Burma is dead; and India
The 21 -year-old SJS psychology
is vulnerable to China’s nuclear major comports herself, attends
weapons. Andrews said.
classes, and studies like any other
China, he explained, needs As- coed on campus. But on some
ia’s economic resources; and in nights, the ones she meets are
all of Asia there is a "dread fear ’ far from students, and what she
does is beyond the college curof China."
"Peking and Maoism have had riculum.
exactly 20 years now" to build
Born in Nevada of Americana new China. And education has Indian parenthood, Matatha and
been the main building tool, An- her family come from a long line
drews continued.
of witches. Her mother said, "We
Young Chinese, for instance, had known since ’she was a baby
have been taught that their coun- that she was a witch, but we retry’s boundaries are those of the fused to inform her about it unMing Dynasty. These boundaries til she found it out by herself
encompass much of what is Asia when she was a sophomore in
today.
high school."
In addition, Mao Tse Tung is
It happened that Matatha met
’’a dying man." But the young another zephra witch at a high
Chinese have been "trained and school library. "I picked up vishaped" to carry on Maoist brations as soon as my eyes met
tradition.
the blue eyes of Zue. Both of us
The United States, he con- smiled and she signaled to me
cluded, must remain in Asia. But to go over to meet her," Matatha
Asians "are tired of big broth- explained.
ers." Instead, he said, we must
"Zue said tome," Matatha con"forget the battle for men’s tinued, "I suppose you know that
zephra
minds" and help them win the you are one of us the
"right to at least try to run witches?"
(their) own countries."
Then in a solemn but emo-

taught schools in the East for
10 years before joining the SJS
Art Department faculty five
y-ears ago.
A husband and father of two,
Prof. Freiinark said his family
thinks the actions of the striking
AFT pratessors are "courageous."
"They ’II he here to join me on
the picket line." he affirmed.
With a twinkle in his blue
eyes. the professor humorously
related that the band which played onNventh Street last Friday

tional undertone, Matatha recalled, "I was not only bewitched
by Zue’s blue eyes, but I was
also hypnotized by her voice."
"For the rest of the evening
when Zue was with me, I was
completely at the mercy of her
charm. I did not even refuse to
obey her when she asked me to
the "Yeomen’s" and demanded to
see my thigh," Mrrtatha continued.
"Pointing at a marked sign
like the shape of an eight, but
with the upper tip cut off, which
has been on my thigh since my
birth, Zue said, ’Here it is. I am
now doubly sure’ that you are one
of us’."
Matatha the witch then- in
formed me that to be one of
them, you have to be born one.
This means that at least one of
your ancestors must have been
a zephra witch.
During the early stages, Matatha’s practices were mainly
with Zue, her friend, in the form
of telepathic messages and otherwise.
Recounting some of the remarkable experiences she and
Zue had together, she talked of
the day a boy friend was out to
a party. No sooner had he gone
than Zlle rushed into the room
demanding that the friend be
stopped from going out. The two
friends ran out to try to stop him
but were too late. They heard

SAE Organization
Has First Meeting
Today in E329
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WILD HONEY A special end -of -semester treat known as
"The Wild Honey" is being offered by Co-Rec tonight. "The
Wild Honey," a professional all-gid band, will perform in the
Women’s Gym, PER100 from 7:30 to 9:30. Formerly known as
"The Svelfes," the group was responsible for two previous record -breaking attendance nights at Co-Rec. The attractive and
talented young ladies have had extensive experience in the entertainment field, appearing in Las Vegas night spots and on
tours. No admission will be chat ged.

The Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) will feature
Eugene Lucas, an engineer employed with Power Transmission
Engineering of Santa Clara, at
their organizational meeting today in E329.
SAE is one of the major professional organizations in the engineering field with 26,000 members in the national organization. SAE has long been regarded
as one of the key standardizing
agencies in the automotive and
aerospace field.s.
Lucas, the student advising
chairman for the Mid-California
section, will explain the benefits of membership in SAE. These
benefits range from a monthly
magazine to an opportunity to
participate in monthly technical
meetings.
Students majoring in engineering, aeronautics, or related flelenevs, are invited.

gun shots fired at the boy by
some unknown assassin, and he
died on the spot.
Her knowledge of premonitions
has certainly made Matat ha
proud of being a witch. One, she
recounts, saved her life. As she
was out with a friend one evening on a drive, she decided to
close her eyes to pick up vibrations. In her mind’s eye she suddenly saw a cliff and screamed,
which made her friend go over
the cliff.
When she opened her eyes,
there was in reality a cliff in
front of them. She calmed herself’ and shut her mouth.
Her friend maneuvered the car
around the cliff. When she told
him later about the premonition,
he confessed to her that had she
screamed, he could have been
very nervous and would have
gone over the cliff.
What has been a little problem to Matatha in her life as a
witch is making really firm
friends. When friends know about
her, many look for the nearest
exit.
"Especially men," she said.
"The moment I try to read their
minds and tell them about their
lives, they call It quits immediately. I am not at all upset
about it, but just feel that it is
funny."
She then explained that she
lives for today and stops worrying about the future because that
confuses and takes away from
the moment,
Then, blaming drugs as a setback on her witchcraft practices,
she said, "I was on drugs sometimes. Though I could then pick
up vibrations, I was unable to
interpret them. Drugs were just
no use to me. They ruined and
slowed down the development of
my power to intsrpret vibrations."
Matatha then confessed that
even a little bit of alcohol impairs the comprehension of vibrations and confuses her. She is
now a member of Narcotics
Anonymous.
Zephra witches, like their

Six Wins End
Hockey Season
The SJS women’s intercollegiate field hockey team finisher’
this season winning six, losing
two and tying one contest against
opponents from throughout
northern California.
The hockey team will open
next year’s season with three
new colleges entering the league,
including California State College
at Hayward, Sonoma State and

Sacramento State colleges.

White witch counterparts, do believe in reincarnation.
But while the White witches
believe that one can develop ones
powers and become a witch by

itinsA DAvis
Up, up and away go airplanes
every day, but Saturday’ afternoon so did Linda Hall.
Miss Hall, president of Phrateres International, was "bagged"
by her pledge class and sent via
the airlines to El Paso, Texas.
Taken to the San Francisco
airport hy four pledges under the
pretense of getting ice cream,
Miss Hall was blindfolded, and
her hands tied right before the
car drove into the airport entrances.
Awaiting at the airport were
12 pledges and two pledge
mothers, to assist in getting her

joining their religion, zephra
witches on the other hand say
that to be one of them, you have
to be born one or have an ancestor who was one.

L ewe Jobson

WITCH ON CAMPUS! Mathatha, the 2I -year-old psychology
major who was born a Zephra witch, studies and attends classes
like any other coed. Only a few of her close associates know the
secret behind this "wise old owl." Her ideas on marriage are
as diverse as those she has on spells. She contends that to be a
Zephra witch, you have to be born one.

on her El Paso-bound flight.
Arrangements for this "bagging" were carefully considered
so nothing would go wrong, and
the passenger manager’ of the
airlines was called to help in the
caper.
The passenger manager explained to the ladies that Miss
Hall must know where she was
going before the plane took off,
or it would be interstate kidnapping.
After the last call for the
boarding of the plane was made,
Miss Hall was led. still blindfolded, onto the plane by the
manager and the assistant manager. Once inside she was untied
and placed in her seat. After a
short talk by the airline hostesses
Miss Hall decided to continue on
her one-way paid trip, which cost
$67.20.
The airplane waited five minutes before closing the door to
give Miss Hall the opportunity to
get off. When the door did finally
clew% a cheer from the pledges
rang out in the airport. The
pledges had succeeded and their
active pr&sident was on her way
to what later proved a great
weekend.
Naturally Miss Hall did not
know what was waiting for her
in El Paso. However, the pledges
had sent a telegram to the Sigma
Chapter of Phrateres in El Paso,
and asked the ladies of that
chapter to meet Miss Hall when
she arrived.
When Miss Hall landed in El
Paso, 20 Phiateres members
were waiting for her. She was
taken to a member’s home and
given a skirt and blouse to wear,
and then out to dinner she went.
The ladies of the Phrateres Chapter in El Paso bought her souvenirs and took her to the greyhound dog races. besides giving
her a place to sleep for the night.
Sunday afternoon Miss Hall
left El Paso enroute to San Jose.
The El Paso chapter gave her a
blank check to cover her return
fight home, and she arrived back
home Sunday evening.
Miss Hall left San Francisco
with no luggage but she came
back with a snoopy doll, candy,
post cards, a Mexican sign, photographs, and a lot of happy
memories.
"It was simply wonderful, and
I have never had such a great
time. Oh, you guys, it was such
a blast." said Miss Hall when the
pledges and some friends met her
at the San Jose airport after her
flight back.

SJS Will Hold
Math Institute

La Cave Plan Foiled
La Cave, a proposed permit
meeting site for foreign language
cluta, has run into difficulty due
to state health regulations and
the fire marshal’.
The idea, initialed oyer y1,11’
eish
ago by Jean Guedent.
Club sponsor. is to renin ate the
Building N basement so it eon
regularly be used by the lan ,uage clubs.
The site has been rejected because regulations state when a
building or room is to he
by students there MaS1 be a minimum of two exits, staled Byrn]
Bollinger, superintendent
Buildings and Grounds, The ha
mem has only one
he noteti.
Irvin Del Porde,
perintendent of
Grounds, estimated it would co -d
$3000 to construct a
way exit. Any constrtae ion plans
would have to be appro \ ,s1 10\
,,
the Master Planning

was his answer to those in education who complained that the
loud noise he WaS making with
his bullhorn was disturbing
classes.
The professor reiterated his
determination. along with the
rest of the striking AFT, to continue the strike regardless of
the consequences.
"Anarchy has no retirement
plan." concluded Professor Frei mark as he proceeded to join the
picket line once again.

Phrateres Leader Bagged
,
Has ’Great Time in Texas

Coed From a Long Line of Witches

newi

Chief
nister,
Veyriss

Photo by Lance Jobson
UNEXPECTED SUNLIGHT greets Robert M. Freimark, associate professor of art and AFT member, along with a vast throng
of students yesterday af the Seventh Street strike rally sponsored by the AFT. The striking instructor is currently serving as
picket captain at the Seventh and San Carlos Streets campus
entrance. Af the rally, Freimark challenged his listeners to
"Come join us, we’re on strike." The bullhorn -toting teacher
promised the strike will continue until the Trustees negotiate.

By ISABEL HURON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Come shine or sleet, his short,
stocky fur-capped figure ean lie
seen at the entrance to Seventh
and San Carlos Streets.
Bullhorn in hand, Robert M.
Freimark, associate professor of
art and a memixr ot the striking
American Federation of Teachers (AFT), yvalks the picket line
and calls to passing students and
faculty, "Come join us, we’re
on strike."
Since the strike started last
Wednesday morning, Prof. Frei mark has served as picket captain at the Seventh and San
Carlos Street entrance.
"It’s an eight -hour a day job,"
remarked the grey-bearned professor mischievously. "but
better than teaching the 10 horns
a day I was doing before the
strike.
"During this strike," said the
smiling striker in a S.Tit /US moment, "I’ve found out who my
real friends are. I’ve met a lot
of solid people on this picket
line."
Asked how long he thought
the AFT would continue striking,
Prof. Freimark answered without
hesitation, "until the Board of
Trustees agrees to negotiate."
Prof. Freimark, who received
his degrees from the Unh..ersity
of Toledo and Cranbrook Academy of Art in Detroit, Mich.,

The Story of Matatha
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and the Chancellor’s Office.
Building N is a temporary
building and is scheduled to be
torn down at a future date, Bollinger said.

SJS will conduct the fifth annual Summer Institute for College Teachers in Mathematics
this year. The Institute, financed
by a $40.390 grant from the National SCifTlee Foundation, will
be directed by Dr. L. H. Lange.
chairman of the Department of
Mat hematics.
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ISMH-AC Weather Girl’

Drama Major Works on TV

EGGLAYING: a hen in New Jersey laid 354
eggs in 357 days in 1957. Student Joe Ovick,
right, takes advantage of the Fred Imhof
sports collection housed on the sixth floor of
the SJS library to look up the statistics on
some sports questions. Looking on is West

Mathis, left, who along with his wife puts in
almost 45 hours a week maintaining the collection and keeping it up to date. They scour
five newspapers and 80 magazines to find new
Material.

World Famous Sports Library
Finds Home in SJS Library
is,. BOB BRACKETT
Woo1:1 ,:tt like to know how
many strikes were called in Don
Larsen’s perfect World Series
game, how many races the great
horse Man OWar lost, or the
egglaying recorcl for a chicken?
If so, you have no farther to go
than the sixth floor of the SJS
College I.ibrary, for answers to
these or any other question dealing with tile W0141(1 of sports.
Located here, under tile 11:IMO
Of Sp011$ Expert. Inc is the Fred
Imhof spurts collection.
by the famous "Guinness Book of
World Records" as being the
laigest private sports library in
the vtorld.
Though Imhof hinrmlf onve
ennfi,1.1 that Ile hid ontmiti.:(1

planing and Yo-Yoing, "for the
sake of brevity," Ike collection
is an invaluable research source
for any sport or game from
angling to yachting.
In 1928. a distraught Fred Imhof, unable to find the facts
necessary to win bets from fellow employees at the Libby
asparagus plant, began collecting
and filing his own statistics.
Imhof maintained the collection by himself from 1928 until
1967. After suffering a heart attack. he was advised by his doctor that maintaining the collection vvould be detrimental to his
health.
Wes Mathis, 46-year-oid San
Jose Mercury -News reporter,
heard of the !imposed sale and
slathered a group of 23 persons
:, :n omella,intz the col-

lection in order to keep it in the
San Jose area. Their offer was
accepted by Imhof, and the group
incorporated and became known
as Sports Expert, Inc.
The corporation took the offer
of the school to move the collection to the San Jose State College library, rent free, in return
for its access to the student body.
It’s been in the present location
since August of 1967, but as yet,
\ WY few students have made use
of it.
Arrangements for its use by
students can be made through
Dr. William Gustafson in the P.E.
department, and Mathis and his
group are more than happy to
cooperate. "Red -tape involved in
its use is only necessary due to
the value of some of the irreplaceable items in the collection.

Friends,
Spartans,
Countrymen . . .
sell us your books
Our 16 stoce buying power
enables us to offer you
top prices on used books
during finals week.

Johanna Margaret, 23-year-old
graduate student in drama was
unexpectedly catapulted into television recently when she was
selected to be the "SMII-AC
Weather Girl."
December 30 Jo began reporting weather and doing commercials weekdays at 8:25 in the
evening on KGSC TV, channel
36. During her five-minute show,
she will also report California
ski and surf conditions.
Channel 9’s Linda Richards
will still be the sole owner of
the title "the girl who writes
backwards." Jo (known at SJS
as Jo Leisteri will be relieved of
that responsibility by an electronic reversing process which is
not done on channel 4’s color
broadcast.
Being a native of Orange.
Texas, Jo did a surprising job of
exaggerated
an
overcoming
southern drawl. She hasn’t the
slightest fear that an occasional
"you -all" or "howdy" may ruin
her all-American girl manner
during a broadcast.
"The show will be taped until
1 get used to it," says Jo. "Whenever I get cocky enough they
will let me do it live." Californians should be unable to tell that
a Texan is reporting their
weather.
She wa.s chosen from seven
auditioning drama majors to get
5,200,000 annual viewers to watch
the weather even if they don’t
care when it’s going to rain.

Tryouts Tonight
Final yell leader tryouts and
interviews for three ASB committees are being conducted this
week.
The yell leader tryouts will be
held in the Men’s Gym from 7 to
9 tonight.
Interviews are being conducted
in the College Union this week
from 2:30 to 5 p.m. for Frestunan
Camp Director, five positions on
the Student Activities Board and
Student Council Parliamentarian.
Further information may be
obtained from Robbie Schnitzer,
ASB personnel selection director,
in the College Union.

SKI AND SURF conditions in California are
reported every evening at 8:25 by Johanna
Margaret, 23 -year -old graduate student in drama as part of her job as Channel 36’s ’’SMHAC Weather Girl." She is a recent graduate
of Texas Women’s University and was chosen
from seven auditioning drama majors for the

Who’s Who Lists
20 SJS Students
In 1968 Edition

BEAU TIES
Campus LIfe Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagement or marriage announcements may be
turned in to the Spartan Daily
office (JC208) anytime.

Twenty SJS students are
tunong campus leaders listed in
the 1968 edition of "Who’s VVho
Among Students In American
Universities and Colleges."
Representing SJS are Dave
Aikman, senior speech major,
Dan Anderson, junior business
management major, Barry Bonifas, junior English major, Jim
BreWer, senior public relations
major, Cynthia Coutts, junior
English major, Patricia Curia,
senior history major, Steve De
Lucchi, senior marketing major,
Richard Gonzales, senior recreation major, Theodore Gordon,
senior psychology major, and
Bruce Hildebrand, senior marketing major,
Also listed are Bill Langan,
junior psychology major, Jim
Levvis, junior business major,
Larry Lundberg, junior journalism major, Joan Maher, junior
public relations major, Larry Mc
Cloud, junior history major,
James McMasters, junior industrial management major, Dick
Miner, graduate student in international relations, Carol Palm,
junior recreation major. Lewis
Solitske, junior economics major, and Phil Stone, senior journalism major.
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job. She has been doing the weather for
KGSC’s 5,200,000 annual viewers since December 30. Jo is also doing commercials for the
television station in addition to her weather girl activities. A native Texan. she had to overcome an exaggerated southern drawl.

PINNED
Maureen Byrnes, senior English major and Sigma Phi Epsilon Golden Heart from Santa
Clara to Philip Ortiz, senior business management major and
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
from Sunnyvale.
Betty Campbell, senior home
economics major from Hayward
to Ted Bloyd, senior business major and member of Delta Sigma
Phi from Novato.
ENGAGED
Carol Robertson, graduate student in elementary education and
member of Angel Flight from
Tracy to Randy Willson, senior
conservation major and member
of the Air Force ROTC from
Stockton. A June 1969 wedding is
pla nned.
Heidee Borgeson, senior home
economics major and member of
Delta Zeta from San Rafael to
David Lenzi, senior marketing
major at San Francisco State
from San Ansehno. An August
1969 wedding is planned
Pat Priest, senior English major from Stockton to Jan Schulz,
1968 graduate of SJS in social
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Exclusively Yours ...just like your
finger print is yours and yours alone...
so is your Diamond.
You have many choices in style of cutting
The Round Brilliant
The Magnificent Marquise
The Emerald Cut,
Oval or Pear Shape
Choose the style of cutting that best
suits your own personality.
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science now teaching at Santa
Clara High School and adviser
to Trosky’s Palace from Santa
Clara. A March 31, 1969 wedding
is planned.
Michelle Webb, sophomore
French major and member of
Spartan Spears to Roger Lee,
senior math major at Stanford
University from Saratoga. A
June 1969 wedding is planned.
Pat Barrett, senior recreation
major from San Carlos to Jerry
Hamel% senior social science
major from San Carlos. No wedding date has been set.
Karen Vowles, senior English
major from San Carlos to Greg
Martin, senior English major
from Redwood City. A Sept. 6,
1969 wedding is planned.
Kathleen Gordon, senior home
economics majcrr from Redwood
City to Kent N. Gourdin, Airman 1 C. in the Air Force and a
graduate of the College of San
Mateo from San Carlos. A September 1969 wedding is planned.
Michele Sanchez, junior nursing major and member of Chi
Omega frorn Ukiah to John Sender, senior industrial technology
major at Chico State College and
president of Phi Kappa Tau from
Ukiah. A June 29, 1969 wedding
date has been set.
Cathy Van Patten, junior English major from San Carlos to
Paul Campagna, junior physical
education major from Redwood
City. An August 1970 wedding
is planned.
MARRIED
Josephine Bonanno, senior public relations major and member
of the Society for Advancement
of Management from North Andover, Mass. to Glen LE.Witi, sophomore business management major at De Anza Junior College
and member of the Veteran’s
Club from Eunice, La. They were
married Dec. 14, 1968.
Diane Bates, senior advertising major and member of Gamma
Alpha Chi from Bakersfield to
Michael Czerny, _employed at
State Farm Insurance from Novato. They were married Dec.
28, 1968.
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11 dates to pick from! Write or
call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!
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Jazz Show
Postponed
The SJS Jazz Ensembles Conceit originally scheduled for tonight and tomorrow in Concert
Hall, has been postponed until
early next semester according to
director Dwight Cannon of the
Mu.sic Department.
Cannon said a variety of complications, ranging from a rearranged final exam schedule to
the wife’ of’ one of the key musicians having a baby have lesuited In the postponement.
"It’s one of those cases where
the heart says yes, but the head
says no," Cannon said. Ile said
that two bands consisting of 22
musicians each were originally on
the. program, Selections by Don
Ellis and Buddy Rich had figured
prominently, in addition to singer
Cheryll Parker.
Cannon said a jazz clinic at
Monterey High School is still
slated for Friday. "It’s a smaller
group than those to be used in
the concert," he salt!. "We’re going to do some ttaditional things
and some things that are pretty
avante garde, some things for
big bands and for small groups."
Next semester the jazz department is planning concerts in
Reno and Salt Lake City as part
of the Inter -Collegian Festival.

Modern Columbus Treatment
At College Theater Tomorrow
A double billing featuring an
"outrageously modern treatment
of Christopher Columbus," and
a comedy on alchemy, will open
tomorrovv at 8:15 p.m. in the
College Theater.
Directed by two drama students, both plays will be perrot med again on Friday and Saturday evenings.
"The Arabian Powder," direct.
ed by Nortnan Russell, is an 18th
century Danish farce written by
Ludvig Holberg, about a rich
man who searches constantly for
the secret of making gold.
Dennis Johnson and Ken Pe-ez
play the alchemist and his victim.

In Michael de Ghelderode’s
"Christopher Columbus," a modern perspective is given to Columbus’ discovery of the New
World by the entrance of reporters, poets, crowds. ntinisters,
sleepwalkers, Indian.s, and Buffalo Bill.
The play’s director, Edwin
Green, says, "The Belgian Ghel&rode is the most eminent member of the poetic avant garde
dramatists."
Bryan Flemming will play Columbus.
Tickets for Deuble Play are
available to students for 75 cents
and general admission for $1.50
in the C’ollege Box Office.
_
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Beatle Film
Helps Save
’The Barn’

KSJS Log
90.7

6:00
6:30

’rickets are all sold out for the
Beatles most recent film, "Magical Mystery’ Tour," which will be
shown tonight at 7:30 and 9 p.m.
in MOM’S Dailey, the Student Af
fairs Business Office has announced.
Not yet teleaseil tor general
circulation in the United States.
the color film was presented rifler
on British television in 1967.
The one-hour, ten-minut
movie is not animated, Ian wii,
directed, filmed, aryl piirticipatt .1
in by the Beatles themselves.
Proceeds from the movie vvill
go toward saving "The Barn," a
gathering plata. for young people
in Scotts Valley.
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thinks that all the men are si
cretly in love with her.
The period costumes and furniture (the play takes place in one
room in one day I, combined with
occasional music, gni. the play
a consistency of mood which
helps make it very enjoyable to
watch. The happy ending, although a little obvious, fits in
well with this mood, and nothing
could detract from the fina acting of the twelve members of the
cast.
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ONE GROUP OF
BRYAN FLEMMING and Diane George in a scene from Michael de Ghelerode’s "Christopher Columbus."

UcKuen Appeals to Lovelorn’
By RAYMOND GILES
Today Rod McKtien is America’s best selling and most talked
about poet. "Lonesome Cities" is
his latest book of poems and it,
too, is selling quite well. But
whether or not he is America’s
most important current poet is
still another question.
"Lonesome Cities" seems to
be not much more in the way of
creative or sophisticated poetry
than his first two efforts, "Stanyan Street and Other Sorrows"
and "Listen to the Warm," which
were both on the mild side of
literary adventure.
"VII wear your love a.s one
might wear/ a crown of laurel
in his hair/ and then if you’ll I),
there/ I’ll never be alone." This
is McKuen in "Lonesome Cities"
and. this is what’s selling so well.
Speculation, in attempting to
uncover the cause of the Rod
McKuen phenomenon, suggests
that McKuen is writing to fill
full of love the empty hearts of
a particular group of American
young women.
This group making up a good
portion of MeKtten’s buying pubBO is distinguished, I believe,
as being uttable, because of either
physical unattractiveness or moral restrictiveness, to experience
for themselves America’s current
sexual and sensual revolution:
sex for pleasure’s sake, a primary
theme in McKuen’s txxims.
I further believe they find their
hero’s language this last three
books contain at least fifty
rxx.ms describing his love af-
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By TERRY WILSON
Mohere’s "The Learned Ladies," a comedy concerned with
the absurdities of pseudo-intellectualism, %MB excellently performed Monday by the Rehearsal
and Performance class of the
Drama Department.
It was the third performance
of the play by the class, but the
first for the current cast, who
without exception, gave convincing character portrayaLs. The
final performance will be staged
this afternoon at 3.
Set in Paris during the reign
of Louis XIV, "Learned Ladies,"
directed by Hal J. Todd, depicts
the quarrels of a wealthy family
divided into two caraps. The practical and simplistic father, Chrysale, and his brother, Ariste, his
"un-learned" daughter Henriette,
and her lover, Clitandre, are continually opposed and oppressed
by the "learned ladies," Phila.
minte, the wife, Belise, the sister,
and Armande, the learned daughter.
Portly Wesley Finlay, as the
henpecked Chrysale, is perfectly
cast. Representing the "body,"
as opposed to the "mind," he
fumes about the stage in continual consternation over the doings of the learned ladies, but
Ls terror-stricken by his domineering wife.
Charlotte Kutilek, as his wife
Philaminte, handles her role with
fine control and stage grace, as
she tries to convince her family
of the merits of the effeminate
"learned author" Trissotin,
played by Paul Myrvold.
Myrvold is funny, but his character is overshadowed by the rival poet, Vadius, played by John
Jacobs. The audience broke up
in laughter as Jacobs made his
entrance, the picture of a pompous fop in velvet and ruffles.
Also drawing many laughs
from the audience was Geraldine
Gradeck, as Belise, Chrysale’s
learned sister. As the learned
lady with the least intellect, she
nevertheless tries hardest to
play the academic game; and, as
the homliest and most awkward
of the women, she nevertheless

DATLY-5

‘tPANT

fairs with "Listen to the Warm"
soaked full of copulatory tidbits) understandable, relative and
an expression of their own personal emotions.
It might be concluded that a
typical McKuen reader reading
such poetry experiences a sort
of antiseptic "reading while never
touching" love affair. Yet, there
are some good things in "Lonesome Cities," too. Although his

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

monosyllable dialogue stems from
no influence of W. B. Yeats, McKuen can, at times, be quite
thoughtful with his proletariat,
everyday topic poetry.

Why drive to
San Francisco?
You can enjoy exotic meals in
Seri Jose, at Cafe Indonesia.
The only restaurant of its kind in
the area, and only minutes away
from campus.
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Graham Backs Sport

cpept

VS’ Judo Authority

choto

It’s a fitting fact that one of
judo’s biggest boosters, Doug
Graham, should be someone who
knows what he’s talking about.
Graham started his judo career
10 years ago in high school. He
attended Kent Meridan in Washington, a nationally famous judo
power.
Kern Meridan captured the
North West AAU judo title in
1961 and 1962, Graham’s junior
and senior years. The school is
responsible for two other former
SJS greats, Lee Parr and Dave
Savvyer.
While at SJS. Graham has garnered numerous awards including
the championship in the Pan Am
Grunes and 2nds in the NCAA,
AAU, and World Games.
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Spar.tn Booters Set
Awards Banquet Fete
’The best S.TS soccer team
,,,.r.’ will hold an awards ban 7.a0 p.m. at Zor(Wet It)
ba’s tin Ptilscom A\ e.
Thi,
1,010 sv,,nt to the
NCAA elt.tre;iiinthips hefiire hrinv eliminated by the UniverSily
.r::
SJS captured

the West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer and the NCAA Western
Regional crowns for the second
straight year.
Among the awards being received by team members are nit,
All -America first team awards
to Fred Nourzad and Manny Ilernandez and an honorable mention award to Ed Storch.

Talented USF
Lost in Shuffle?
VETERAN Doug Graham throws his opponent in judo practice.
Graham, senior in elig.b111+y, will be sorely missed when his year
is up. Last season he captured second in both the NCAA and
AAU championships.

Surging Grapplers
Face California
After a successful weekend, the
Spartan matmen travel to Stanford University tonight for a
dual meet with the Indians beginning at 8 o’clock.
I.ed by Gary Ranistetter (1601
and Paul Hailing 11771 the Spartans were able to defeat Humboldt State, 21-20, and Southern
oreeon, 27-13, and hattle to a
16-16 deadlock with Long Beach
State, over the past weekend.
itamstetter and Hailing won
all thret of their individual
ma tches.
Coach Hugh Mumby’s Spartans are now 5-3-1 on the season. The squad has sustained
sever:11 injuries. however, including Paul Catnningham who
restles in the 137-pour.d class
arid Run Wright 11521 iho may
noi see action for several more
weeks.
alionby had praise for the
-------
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Until 9 p.m.

CA/Irk
tynipk’s

fel)eitt STORE

come to

Carlyle
Jewel- ers
in Palo Alto

Graham, who is in the 203pound and under division, hopes
to be a math and judo teacher.
He has an application in with
a Teacher Placement Center
which places teachers with
schools which alrcady have judo
as a sport or plan to start.
Graham has great hopes that
judo will catch on as a national
high school sport, "It’s definitely
possible. It’s the third largest
AAU sport behind track and
swimming. Since its introduction
after World War II it hits shown
tremendous growth.
"It’s a real good sport for high
school because it takes very little equipment. If a school has a
wrestling team, which most have,
it will have a mat room and all

WHAT CAN ROTC OFFER YOU?

rapid improvement of Dick Rose
1137, who is the only freslunan
on the team.
The Spartans will use their
same lineup tonight against the
Indians: Art Stone 1,115); John
Cunningham (1231; Terry Kerr
(130); Rose; Arno Dominguez
(145); Steve McKeown (1521;
Ramstetter; Walt
Thatcher
11671; Flatting: Cleve Holt 1191);
and John Sheuford (heavyweight
The Spartans will face the
Pioneers of Cal State Hayward
Saturday night at Hayward
startur; at 7:3ft

Coach Dan Glines and his entire SJS basketball team is breaklooking past an
ing one of the oldest of all sports traditions
opponent.
The Spartans play host to a young but talented University of
San Francisco crew Thursday night but it is cross-town rival University of Santa Clara which is utmost in the minds of every
Spartan.
Both the Spartans and the Broncos, who are ranked No. 3 in
the nation, are 3-0 in West Coa.st Athletic Conference action.
But the Dons should command more respect than just being
overlooked. USF owns a 2-1 conference mark with its lone loss to
the high-ranking Broncos.
USF has only one sttirter back from last season, 6-9 center Pete
Cross. A second team All-WCAC selection last year, Cross has improved and is making a determined bid for a first team berth.
Sparking SJS has been a host of different players each game.
The most consistent Spartans have been Darnell Hillman and Coby
Dietrick.
The front-line performers have both been scoring in double
figures and have also contributed to the Spartans’ rebounding.
Guards Tim Holman and Steve McKean also have turned in
strong efforts of late as the Spartans have won five straight games.
But, while SJS should be thinking about USF, it is the talentrich Broncos which have occupied the Spartan.s’ thoughts. With
All-America candidate. Bud Ogden leading the Broncos into Saturday night’s game, SJS will have its back to the wall.

that is then needed is outfits."
Graham was very high nn his
team’s chances against California
today. "We should beat them had
even though we will probably
only use our brown belts."
Graham claims to have only
one real fan, his wife. He said
that his mother and dad have
seen him perform at different
times but that they’ are RH> nersous to come with any regularity.
He says that he hopes to continue judo for a long time. "NI
fight until I get hurt or too old.
Maybe I’ll be like some that
come out of retirement and beat
the younger kids like the alumni."

Judo Team
Meets Cal
The Spartan judo team faces
its first major competition tonight when it meets the University of California Bears in the
SJS men’s gym mat room at 7:30.
SJS coach Yosh Ochida was
very optimLstic about his team’s
chalices, "We should beat them
pretty easily. Our team has
looked real good so far. But you
can’t tell, they may be better
than we suspect."
The Spartans plan to use a
number of brown belts in the
meet.
The judo team received a bad
break when NCAA gold medalist
and seasoned veteran Gary Martin hurt his shoulder in a friendly
football game.
Martin, who also has a second
place in the University Games to
his credit, sufferer’ torn ligaments
earlier in the year.
In a novice tourney held Friday, the Spartan white belts captured a convincing first place.
The Albany YMCA took second.
John Tribble, 139, Earl Jones.
154, Bob Neff, 170, Joe Hernandez, 176, Steve Chastcain, 205,
and Paul Woulf, heavyweight,
gained first places, while Lance
Day was second in 170’s.

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.

Intramurals

Whole blood donor paid $5
taer collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Ali captains of intramural
basketball teams for the spring
semester must attend a meeting
Thursday at 3,30 p.m. In room
201 of the men’s gym.
The meeting is especially’ for
captains of independent teams
because entries will be seeded
into leagues at the meeting.
Team entries for the league,
which begins play on Feb. 19,
will be taken until Jan. 23. The
$10 deposit is also due when the
entries close.
Time trials for Friday’s swimming meet will be held tonight
at 7 o’clock in the Spartan pool.
Finals of the event, which suffered a 50 per cent drop in participation from last year, are
slated for Friday at 3:30 Pm:
Bowling closes out its intramural slate Thursday with D6P
II having first place locked up.
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GRFAT OPPORTUNITY
When the ROTC student is
nppointed a erurrnivioned oPicer in the United States
Army, he will have achieved the env:able combination
of a college degree in his chosen field and a position of
leadership in the service of his country. Ho will be making the most of
potentialities for bon a civilian and
military profession.
If you have two more years at S.’S, yalt mciy be eligible
to join the new Army ROTC 2 -year F.rogrc.H. You will
First attend a special six-weck slirilmnr training camp at
Ft. Henning, Ga., and then complete the two years of
Upper Division ROTC. As an upper diviiion cadet you
will receive $50 per month, your uniforms, end your military textbooks. And inquire about our frce flight training!

JET CHARTERS
Five summer flIghts of 4 to 13 *eel. from
L.A. to Amtterdarn, ’Own from Brussels
$290 to $295 r.t.
(On* way $175)
Fer dteils write to Prot Freolc Peel, 247
Remelt Ave., Long leach 19803; 4113-2171

GUARD Steve McKean is expected to team with SJS captain
Tim Holman in the backcourt in two crucial West Coast Athletic Conference games this week. The Spartans meet USF
Thursday night and the University of Santa Clara on Saturday.
Both games ere in the Civic Auditorium with 8 p.m. tiooffs.
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Please Call 296-1263
OFF-ICE CulACI 1141E5

PRESCRIPTIONS I

PRICE SCHEDULE
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11.60 12.50

96 IL SAN FERNANDO ST.
29S-676i
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Open Letter Backs Council
An open letter strongly backing the SJS Academic Council
as the best means for representing faculty interests was distributed to the 1300-member SJS facLilly yesterday by a group of 20
SJS professors.
Asserting that faculty unity .
and public support are the essennal elements in achieving suecess for advancing the college
and its programs, the letter
stated, "Sadly, it seems necessar
to state our belief that certain
tactics urged on us by some of
our colleagues will not contribute
to either of these essential elements. Instead,they pose the serious danger of dividing the faculty into hostile groups and the additional danger of alienating the
public."
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Dusting Off Books?
Visit Reading Lab
but he tiles to LISP it about four
hours per week. His reading rate
when he began was 180 words
per minute. It had increased to
between 400 and 900 depcnding
upon the difficulty of the work.
"With a book of history or
philosophy I am reading about
400 words per minute with 70
per cent comprehension," he
said.
Lillian Snow, a junior in nursing, used the lab for approximately four weeks during the semester. Her reading rate before
was 470 words with 80 to 90
per cent comprehension. After
regular use three time a week it
increased to 800 wonls with the
same comprehension.
Circumstances caused her to
cease using the lab. but "I want
to go back" was her comment
when she was asked if she
thottght it worthwhile

Payless Cleaners
10,0 OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH S1UDENT BODY CARD
751 E. Santa Clara

184 S. Second St.

Two locations to serve you
"leh9

Pay *ore"
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It Pays To Part
1’ With Your Used Books At . . .

0 BOOK
v

STORE

,s

Also included,

complete
use of all lifts, daily Ski
instruction, morning and ‘,..
transportaafternoon,
’Hon to and frorn slopes,
plus the use of Sauna,

INCLUDES
Win an all expense paid
holiday for two in fabulous Sun Valley, Idaho.
Flying roundtrip first
class via Western Airlines. The winners will
enloy their one week
stay in a luxurious $52,
000 Condominium apartment. Meals will be provided by any one of nine
Sun Valley dining spots.

LOOK UP

PSfitgivesyou a lift.

How Would You Like To

SKI VACATION AT
SUN VALLEY IDA1I0

287-1576

your PSA campus rep. HeIl
show you the way to go
home for peanuts- (or whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego, $19.85. Super 727 Jets.

qallevit

z A Posh All Expense One Week

NASA Presents
Prof Thompson
With Study Grant
Jack C. Thompson, assistant
professor of meteorology at SJS,
has recently been awarded a
grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The $17,929 grant will enable Professor Thompson to
study the nature and magnitude
of economic benefits of advances
in meteorology.
Dr. Norman F. Keiser, chairman of the SJS Economics Department, vvill assist Thompson
as an adviser.
One of NASA’s problems, according to Thompson, is the high
cost of computers, meteorological
satellites, weather aircraft and
other equipment necessary for
weetber-etady. .14* -research will
be to determine if there is some
economic, in addition to scientific. value involved, and to scientermine if it is large enough to
support the increasing cost crf
weather research.
-

define government ha,- fiiiiisi
See
do not accept the assuntpia.:,
that collective bargaining. I II .
industrial pattern is prefer:0,,
to further development of
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isting faculty agencies," the lett,’
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WIN

ior sociology major. Second row, I. to r.; Sandy
Suggs, 20, junior social science major; Lori
Brooks, 24, senior public relations major.
Seated in the middle is Marilyn Hoyt, 20, junior French major.

QUEEN FINALISTS for SJS’ third annual Winter Carnival, to be held Feb. 2-7 at Heavenly
Valley, are, standing I. to r.; Candy Thurston,
18, freshman art major; Nancy Hartz, 22, senior sociology major; Jane Lundgren, 21, sen-

By PAT WANEK
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Now is the time when all the
books we didn’t get around to
this semester glare at us from
their dusty shelves in the most
remote closet of our homes.
SJS’ reading lab offers a
chance to improve reading speed
and comprehension daily from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in ED231.
The lab is open to all students and is not only for those
vvith reading problems. There is
a variety of reading machines
available and Mrs. Norma Spalding, the lab director, is there to
help.
Several SJS students have used
the lab during the past semester,
and have found it to be a great
help.
Among them is Jann Sturgeon,
a sociology major, who used the
lab for approximately t hree
weeks for an hour daily. Her
speed when she began was 330
words per minute. When she concluded use of the aids, her rate
was 900 words per minute.
Dietrich Von Dohlen, a junior
social science major, had been
using the lab for six weeks when
he was asked to comment on his
success. Asked if he was still
using it, he said enthusiastically,
"You’d better believe it!"
Von Dohlen’s use of the lab
varies depending on his schedule,
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’rhe letter al KO denied the allegation that progress has not
been made in faculty and student
participation in college got, ernonce.
"We do not accept the assunnption that representative aca-
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and two heated swimming poo!s. Drop by the
shop and fill out an en- k
try blank. Consolation k
prizes, for some of the
unlucky losers indude: ;,
Fischer Skis, and Lange ZZ
Boots.

Featuring Top
Quality Rentals

No Purchase
Necessary

’.
o
$
o
$
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Sales
287-5363
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800 So. Bascom
San Jose, Calif.
California’s Outstanding Ski Specialists
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Rentals
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The CPA,
a quiet
revolutionary.
In the last few years business ha7
changed as much as skirt lengths. F
has the work of the CPA.
Today the CPA helps solve a hos:
of problems rising from new technology (including the computer) and thc
changing social scene.
He must be able to develop ane
interpret a wide range of economic
data as a basis for decision -making
and corporate planning.
If you are a creative thinker, with
a strong analytical ability, accountancy may be the profession for you.
You might join an independe-1
accounting firm, serving a varied I
of clients, perhaps becoming a pari
ner eventually. Or you might start
your own practice.
Or you might become a key man
on the management team of a business, or join a non-profit enterprise,
or work in education or government.
What other profession offers so
many choices?
You can select college courses
that can lead to your CPA certificate
soon after you graduate. Or you can
go on to graduate school. Ask your
faculty advisor about it.
We’ll be glad to send you a booklet
with the whole CPA story.
Write: The California Society of
CPAs, 1000 Welch Road, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94304.
The California Socie..y of
Cerlified Pubiic

t.
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Wednesday. January 15, 196’)

Spartaguide

SHARE To Offer Credit
For Tutors in Spring
A unit of credit, counting as

All students and faculty of Manpower Department should attend. All students and faculty
planning to go on the San Quentin tour must attend. Transportation will be arranged.

TODAY
German Club, 4 pin., Cafeteria
A. Discussion of club’s plans for
next semester.
Miutpower Administration Club,
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.. I:D446.
_
-

Food
to Go

Beer &
Wine

Sal & Luigi
Pizzeria

Phroteress international.
Pledges must PaY dues today to
Retta Wells, Waffle Towers.
SAM, 6:30 p.m., First Savings
and Loan (Sky Room), First and
San Carlas Streets. Awards and
in.stallation

of

officers.

Last

meeting of semester. Not a dinner meeting,
Co-liee, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in

r f mid is homemade"

"(

347 S. 1st.
iLh.1 t Doss otos% II)

CY 7-1136

Scholarship Win
To Grad School
For Army Cadet

PER building. All girl band
"Wild Honey" will be featured.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m. 11E3.
Elections will be held.
Circle K, 5:30 p.m. Cafeteria
A. Election of officers.
TOMORROW
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., Cafeteria
A. Coffee. All who are inactive
and alumni please come.
WS Faculty Wives, 10:30 a.m.,
Leininger Community Center.
Speaker - Dr. Robert Coleman
of SJS Art Department.
American Society of Civil Engineers, 8 p.m., Faculty Lounge
- Engineering Building. Election
of officers.

David B. Gange, Army ROTC

ship at the college, of his choice
for graduate work.
Gange is one of 60 students
who

attend graduate school

111=1

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
for married, good students. Also
of his score on the graduate rec- excel ent sayings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
ords examination, Six students
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
were chosen out of the 27 col- Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19Sept.
6-$285. Los Angeles/Amsterleges in eight western states
ails/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
that have ROTC training.
- $285.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Arnsterdarn-Londan-Athens-ListgonYugoi
slaria-Japan.
For information: VIC Club
CONSIGNMENT ART WORK NEEDED
213) 877-2271 or write 12735 Kling
Shrea Studio City, Calif. 91604.
at

Army expense

its

a

result

Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
lob Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

CALLI:).0. 286-9622
r-

Clip and Mail Goupon m.

Sara

GRAND OPENING

Address

tbe
Roo

Lo

COLOR PORTRAIT
STUDIO

IMMO

Jan. 13.19
term. tea
come in A look. no obligation

Last School Grade Completed
or Visit

Crompliment.ry

and see IBM
System 360 Computer

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE

Student Special - Jan. & Feb. only
w tS11. $10 - titan color portrait
Open mery day except Tom. 1.4 p.m.

en Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation

Nights Mon.. Wed.. Thum tn.. 7.9 p.m.
other boors by appointment. Call
207.3730 or 2.04.4014

25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

I
COM! TO P.00TOR

1011

.IST vSUIS

ONDS WOISTIT Of MIDI AHD ASSURANCE

-71

w,,

tutoring program next semester.
Patricia Meyers, SJS coordinator of StIARE. said site hopes
this incentne ,A ill bring moie
students to volunteer for the
program. Each tutor works with

CINEMA BURBANK
552

5295

$350

The Bride was radiant-.
Diamonds added brilliance to the mo-

Ooe Wed Remaining)

. .

- finals are one
Time is running short
week away S(I it IS ill/14’ to start preparing
for the gauntlet icith a dinner at The Bold
knight. An intimate dining room and
lounge will get you into the Npirit
things. or if you need a quick dinner try
our 21 hour coffee shop.

An hilarious expose
of a Research Institute for
the Sexually Handicapped

1600 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE - 293-7700

ZENITH CIRCLE of Sound Stereo, Solid
":ate. 80 Watts, Nearly New. Call
287-7977.
WANTED: Port. Stereo. Solid State 4.
.pd, Auto Phono w/AM/FM/FM stereo
or low wattage stereo receiver. 292-3860.
ROYAL FUTURA Typewriter w/case.
Like new. 865 or best offer. Call Sharon
294-7347.
KOFLACH LADIES Buckle Ski Boots.
Size 8. Never used. Cost $55. A steal
or., 6.
i $40. 297-6 7
DOUBLE BOOT KASTINGERS worn
once. !tog
eiloh Tr,;S. SOO. Cali
Barbara at 287-1848. Size 7.

HELP WANTED 14)
WHIPS?: GROUND HOGS!: Chainsli
2 2!: LOVE!!: Wasserman. Elaine +
Will:erns, Brent: There’s gonna be a ANY STUDENTS who have done Art or
nitchh’n. Fingers crossed/ - Good Fnotography work on the construction
of the raw College Union please conLuck! Go to it.
tact Gale Arnur. 294-6414, Ext. 2763.
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL - 2 for
1 sale, sample boutique shop. Starting NEED STUDENT WITH CAR to care for
Mon., Jan. 13. ’our favorite labels at 2 boys and It. housework - 8 a.m. to 12
- - $1.50 hr. 258-5090.
w.o.vire4o.rices. SAMPLE VILLAGE 261 E
WANTED: A live-in babysitter, oriental
.
Hawaii preferred. Free rm & board
Sleeps
6
CABIN
SKI
FOR RENT:
sslary. 292-6242. Alice lwashita.
North Lake Tahoe. Feb. 3-7 and Feb s
10-14. 732-1647 after 6 p.m.
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Men & Women
me rep. for Sky Corp. Show
r
CLASSICAL GUITAR Instruction. Ca
,e or House Care products
B -b Bosrdon. 287-5161.
earn,ngs. Come to a Sky opporGirl
or
BEING.
WANTED: A SENSITIVE
tunity meeting. Mon. Tues. Wed. Jan.
awe re-,ss of self, whose
& 15. 7:30-9:00 p.m. St. Claire
y for quality 13, 14
obrgation.
4-r the ma;or Hztel. No
Guitar player
KNOWLEDGABLE
NEED
I be produced
4 of the Spring ’69 player to interview Eric Clapton. ConMagazine.
Guitar
Player
tact
Pat
at
22S.4974 after six
297-8788.
STUDENTS
-r tickets to
WILL PAY
,es.
225 - We have part-tirne openings in our
off!co. No experience
new
San
Jose
1187 after
necessary. Flexible hours. For interview
call 287.1728.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
MUSICIANS: Alto Sax player wanted.
Forming big dance band. Call 297-9705
’67 SAAB, Low miles, oil injection, ex- or after 7 - 292-1845. Mr. Torres.
telient cond. deluxe interior. Best offer,
must sell. 295.6845 after 6.
HOUSING 15)
’63 CHEVY BEL AIR. $700 or best offer.
Exc. condition. Call Bill at 742-5389 MALE ROOMMATE wanted. 1/2 block
after 6 p.m.
from campus, own room, all util pd
’64 CORVETTE. Blue w/black interior. Feb. I. $60/mo. Call 287-5260.
4 spd, meas. exc. condition. $1800 firm. FOR SALE: DORM CONTRACT in
Cal: 964-2527.
Mo.Ider Hall, Spring semester. Call
TRAIT4SFERRING EAST. Must sell ’64 Mike Sacchethi at 294.2927, Rrn 329.
VW vilsunroof radio. 3 extra tires. $790 NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrrn.
or best offer. 294.5590 or 292-6324 Nicely furnished, shag rugs. pool, rec.
aw,nirgs.
room. 470 S. 11,11. #1, 297 7E90.
11926535. HONDA 160. $225 or offer. Engire rebuilt, one year ago. Call 287-

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus, 237 E. San
Fernando, off. 122 N. eth. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.
GIRLS! 2 bdrm. modern. furn. apt. 1/2
block to SJS. 11/2 baths. 292-1327
FEW APTS LEFT for Spring. 2 & 3
bdrrn, Nicely furnished, shag rugs, pool,
rec rm. 470 S. i ith *I. 287-7590.
FEMALE SHARE 2 b/apt. Own room.
Across from SJS Ilb. 185 E. San Fernando #8 Irear) w/util. $50. No pets.
NEED 4 GIRLS, Spring, 3 bdrm/2 bath,
kitchen. 1 1th St. $50/mo. Call Marie.
Rm. 308, 294-2910.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring
semester. 439 S. 4th St. Apt. 20. Call
298-1125.
OR 2 GIRLS needed to share 2 bdrm
apt w/2 others. Modem. $50/mo, 643
S. 8th. 294.4749.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring Se’nester. "Halls of Ivy," 114 S. Ilth. Call
295-2639.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATTIS to share apt
with 2 other girls. $42.50/mo. Call 257t
1192.
REFINED FURNISHED Rooms. Males.
Kit priv. No Smoking sr Drinking. 2933088.
GIRL TO SHARE 3 bdrm/2bath apt.
1/2 blk. from campus on S. 6th. w/dishwasher $48/mo Call Renie 294-7347.
1-2 UPPER DIV. Male Roomates needed
to share 3 bdrm. apt. with 3 others.
470 S. Ilth #21. 294-8287.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES wanted beginning Feb. 1st. If interested visit 620
S. 7th #2 or call 287.5029 evenings.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED by Feb.
1st. 460 S. 4th #1. Close to campus.
Call or come after 5 p.m. 294-2822.
GIRLS: 1 bdrm. furn. apt 1/2 block from
campus - $120. Elec. kitchen. 292-1327.
GRAD NEEDS ROOMMATE & Apartment. Pref. male grad & apt. west of
SJS. Call 286-1610.
I or 2 APT. contracts for sale. $50/mo.
Gigantic. TV, Stereo. Contact Jan or
Gloria 286-4931.
DORM CONTRACT for sale. Moulder
Hall. Spring Semester. Save $100. Call
John Street at 294.2927, R/II 225. Leave
message if no answer.
TWO FEMALE Roommates needed for
Spring Semester. Nice Apt. on 10th St.
$40. Call 292-6378. CMS OK.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’6S MUSTANG. 3 spd., 289 cu. in.
BRG. Good condition. $1250. Call 2589182. If no answer, call 298-2049.
’42 WILLYS JEEP. With top $725 or
,rade for motorcycle. Call 287-3796.
WANTED: UTILITY Dune buggy, good
men h ,der. Looks not important. Seats
4. Coq Mr. Weaver 258-5384.
’63 CORVETTE Pad w/kilk. int. 327-275
hp. 4 sp-i
New tires. 49,000 miles.
295.9898.
S1925
’671 DODGE POLARA 500. P.S.. P.B..
nnndifion. Hos ’69
n le’i
’,9 5564

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE Who would
like to spend the Spring sem. with 3
of the same. 2 bdrm. aph/$37.50, located across the street from campus.
Please contact 294-1827 for further information.
ONE BDRM. APT. for Rent for Spring.
439 S. 4th #I. Call 287-4388.
STATE HOUSE NOW RENTING. 2
bdrm. apts. (292.7195) also room ies
needed. I male (287-5253). 1 female
(287-3911) 2 females (287-3606).
I UPPER DIV. GIRL to share w/3 others
a 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. I blk from campus. $55/rno. 287-0561.
TWO CONTRACTS F OR SALE for
Spring Semester. "Catholic Women’s
Center." 195 E. San Fernando. Betsy
294-4622.
GIRL GRAD STUDENT wants girl to
share good apt. only 2 blocks from
campus. $75/mo. Please call 295-0798.
Best after 3 p.m.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4 bdrm. apt. Own
Room. Spring Semester, near campus.
$48,75/mo. Call 297-1947.
NEED THIRD ROOMMATE for small
house. Nicely furnished & close to
campus. 630 S. Ilth St. $50/month. 28759 14.
DORM CONTRACT FOR sale in Waf.
fle Towers. Spring Semester. Call 2873481 Pat Sweeney, Room 507A.
2 GIRL ROOMMATES Needed to share
2 bdon Turn d UT. Only $40 ’month for
Spring Sem 69. Call 287-5499 after 5.
NEWLY RENOVATED two 6drm unfurnished apts. Extra storage, Laundry
facilities new carpeting and drapes.
!rimed. occup. 5 min to SJS. Call
293-5995.
NEEDED: ONE FEMALE roommate to
share 2 bdor apt w ’2 others. $52/mo.
Call immediately. 286.0460
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring
sem. New ki-rise dorm, male, double
room. Call 286-4235.
APT FOR RENT: Elec. kitchen. 2 bath
2 lq bdrms. Ample rm. for 4. 2 blks
from campus. $230/mo. 287-4926.
CLEAN CASUAL PreLaw Sr. 26 seeks
priv rrn ir shared house, apt tp $65.
Hi-fi, 19 units. 293-1233.
for
ROOMMATE war fed
FEMALE
spring. 2 bdrm house on 8th near
Keyes. $55/mo. Call 293-0881 or 287.
1659.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share apt.
with 2 othe crrIs. $42.50/mo. Call 287.
1192.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
3 bdrm.. 2 bath apt. with 4 others. $50
uer month. Pool. Call 287-5170. 470
S. Ilth #3.
LOST AND FOUND to)
LOST: SMALL Black kitten with rire,le
bead collar. 9th St. & San Fernando.
Call 286.6129. We love him.
$20.00 REWARD. Please help me fin-d
my dog! All black Lab and Shep
with big funny ears. Seen on Santa
Clara Wednesday. S. F. License #7898.
PLEASE CALL 294-6580 .
LOST: White female Persian Cat. ln
area of 5th & William. Jan I I. Sinn
residence. 297-7288. Reward.

FOR SALE 131
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STARTS THURSDAY

S. Haeemst Ave.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

jor, has earned an army scholar-

COMPUTER CAREERS

be received by students participating in Operation SFIARE’s

Creativity will highlight the
"avante-garde" approach to the
January Dance Studio Hour entitled "Sapiens Cybernetics."
Taking place tonight from 6-7
in PER262, the studio hour will
be based on experiments in movements presented in the form of
an art gallery. according to Mary
Aldridge, one of the artists.

WS Mountaineering Club, 7
p.m. in S326. Plans for a semester break trip will be discussed.

cadet ancl civil engineering maFREE Booklet

a single child in his home a minimum of two hours a week.
The children, 80 per cent of
whom are Mexican-American and
all of whom are from low-income families, range from kindergarten age to high school.
The tutor’s Job, according to
Miss Meyers, is to be a kind of
"big brother" to his pupil, more
than to be an instructor.

an elective for any major, will

’Avanfe-Garde’
Dance Tonight

U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pea coats, Field
I"f’,
Bell bottom pants, leather &
suiide jackets. camping supplies. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good
es. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store.
375 E Nodding St. Between 8th &
9th St. Free Perking. Open Sat. & Sun.
Closed Mondays.
WOOD LATHE $15. Radial drill press
$37.50. Both are new. 60 E. San Fer, ando. Phone 292-0409.
SONY TC-200 Portable Tape Recorder.
Almost new for $160. Call 354.2458.
SAVE SW Build your own light show.
Plans & schematic for 4-channel color
organ. $1.00. Wayne Thompson, Bow 244,
El Granada, Calif. 94015.
SKIISI NEW Wood and metals. All sizes.
European manufacturer. $25-$70. 1 yr.
guarantee. These are wholesale prices.
Call Tina 287 4898.

PERSONALS 171
WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Peace of Mind, Day or Night, 294-3333
DID YOU KNOW THAT LINDA W.
WEARS SOCKS TO BED! barf.
SERVICES (11)

WELL., HOW’? YOLI MAKE OUT LA9r HITE, WORri-fAl-I’’

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM ESCHES
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric,
Masters-Reports-Dissertations.
Marianne Tambora, 1924 Harris Ave. Call
371.0395. San Jose.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244.6581.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term paPers. etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 243.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
Experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
CUSTOM - MADE .CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married, sharing water. George Lorimar. Old Town,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948.1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi.
from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298.4104.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Check our prices. Compare our QuelNy.
Call Mark. Bill & Wally. Air San Jose,
Hillview Airport. 259-9111.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSERY
"Summerhill" type philosophy. Call 297’523 or 286-4540.
LEARN TO FLY. New flight club, offering limited memberships. 2 airplanes.
811.50 per hour dual, four place $9.50
wet. Call after 5. 298-1978 or 259-4555.
TYPING IN MY HOME - 25c a page.
Will do minor editing. Contact 2576788
EUROPE - $250-315 round trip, $175
one way. Jet Charter, 841-3965 after
5 p.m. or write Travel Progam Europe,
1427 Oxford. Berkeley, Calif. 94709.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
60% discount for students. Call Bred
Wall 295-9559 for free rates.
DAY CARE for infants and pre.schoole-s in my Willow Glen home. Good
references. Call 264.9054.
TERM PAPERS to write? iNeed Help?
Aci:urate fast typing available. Call
"M ’ 377 8327.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
SHARE DRIVING to Wisconsin or nearby state. Leaving after finals. 287-7977.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.- Thurs.
10:30 12:30
MWF
9:30 - 11:30

ment they exchanged vows - diamonds
from Proctor’s outstanding selection of
finest wedding and engagement rings. It
must be right -and it will be right if it’s
fro/ 1 1 Prort of’s.
NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

;iest
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. EveningS

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

1.50

2.00

2.25

--LW-

2.50

4 linos

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

.-5 lines

2.50

-3.00

3.25

3M

3.50

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

Tili--tes

3.00

3.50

3.75-

3.90

4.00

Add this
amount for
each each
tional line

av

..

.50

.50

.50

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

One day

Two days

Three days

.50

Four days 1- Five days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
11 Help Wanted (4)
n Personals (7)
C] Automotive (2)
Housing (5)
Services (8)
1-1 For Salo (3)
ost ern Fowl (E)
Tian’portation (9)

n

Print Name

_ For

Address

- Days
Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
Please allow 2 days aftet placing for ad tn appear.

